>> TUBE DIVERT VALVE (2/3-TDV)
Tube Diverter Valves
>> FEATURES:
 Models with 2 or 3 ports
 USDA Dairy Accepted
versions available
 Ridged tube with constant cross section minimizes product degradation
 Inflatable seals
 Pressure from -0,8 up to
3 bar
 Multiple choice of line
connections

The 2-TDV and 3-TDV transport pneumatically conveyed products to or from
two or three locations respectively
(diverging or converging).
The 2-TDV and 3-TDV are compactly designed. The pneumatic rack and pinion
actuator on the 2-TDV and electric positioner on the 3-TDV provide reliable actuation and maintain very accurate positioning . The divert tube and seals are
designed to be easily removed from the

line for cleaning (COP – cleaning out of
place). It is also possible to purge the
individual conveying lines with a cleaning liquid without removing the diverter
from the line (CIP – cleaning in place).
This gives the option to chose a cleaning method tailored to suit the specific
process. The full TDV tube diverter
range includes USDA Dairy Accepted
models.

 Converging and diverging applications
 Easy detachable construction
 Temperature range -20 °
C up to +100 °C
 All stainless and aluminium stainless configurations
 Versions conforming to
ATEX 2014/34/EU available

Product Information
The whole range of tube diverters (2-,
3- and M-TDV) are of a sanitary design
and have stainless steel AISI 316
product contact parts with multiple
choices of line connections, ranging
from a simple pipe connection to a
sanitary ferrule coupling.
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The swan neck pipe connecting the
single to multi-port end is designed to
give minimum product degradation in
both conveying directions. All conveying lines that are not in use are also

sealed from atmosphere. This ensures that there is no air or product
leakage from lines that are not being
used.
The uniquely designed seal has been
proven in a multitude of applications.
This seal is made from white FDA
compliant EPDM and is very easy to
fit and clean. Being inflatable guarantees absolutely tight sealing in the
conveying line up to 3 bar g. This also
applies to liquids
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